TITLE IX INVESTIGATORS AND ADVISORS

The following employees are trained investigators who also serve as process advisors for students during investigations. Please consider them as a helpful resource to turn to with questions about sexual misconduct violations, policies and procedures.

Oralia Carrillo, Tiger Card, ocarrill@trinity.edu
Christina Castillo, Dean of Students, ccastil8@trinity.edu
Nels Christiansen, Economics, nchristi@trinity.edu
Pat Cunningham, Athletics, pcunning@trinity.edu
Justin Doty, Admissions, adoty@trinity.edu
Trey Dunn, Tiger Card, jdunn@trinity.edu
Shannon Edmond, Student Involvement, sedmond@trinity.edu
Aspen Gonzalez, Admissions, aheckman@trinity.edu
Andrew Hansen, Human Communication, ahansen1@trinity.edu
Andrew Kania, Philosophy, akania@trinity.edu
Esther Kim, Student Involvement, ekim@trinity.edu
Jack Leifer, Engineering, jleifer@trinity.edu
Steffanie Mortis, TU Press, smortis@trinity.edu
Debra Ochoa, Modern languages, dochoa@trinity.edu
Marc Powell, Athletics, mpowell@trinity.edu
Ladystacie Rimes-Boyd, Career Services, lrimesbo@trinity.edu
Gretchen Rush, Athletics, grush@trinity.edu
Gina Tam, History, gtam@trinity.edu
Jamie Thompson, Student Involvement, jthompson@trinity.edu
David Tuttle, Dean of Students, dtuttle@trinity.edu
Deb Tyson, Residential Life, dtynson@trinity.edu
Sierra Valdivia, Residential Life, svaldivi@trinity.edu
Evelyn Williams, Business Administration, ewillia1@trinity.edu
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